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SELF-REPRESENTED PARTIES – THE NUMBERS
The U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Central District of California (CACB) has a consistently high rate of pro
se filings and handles more pro se cases than any other district in the nation. This report is based on pro se
bankruptcy filings from 2015 and 2016 and the efforts made by the Court and its pro bono partners during
that period. The statistics in this section capture the state of the pro se filings in the district and provide a
broader context for these filings.

Figure 1
U.S. Bankruptcy Court - Central District of California
CY 2015

Pro Se
11,395

24%

Attorney Represented
35,128
76%

*Total filings include chapter 9, 12, and 15 filings

Central District’s Large Proportion of Self-Represented Parties
CACB continued to lead the nation in pro se filings with 11,395 in 2015.1 Over 24 percent of the district’s filings
were filed without an attorney (self-represented or pro se), compared to only 8.9 percent nationwide. CACB
received 15.1 percent of the nation’s pro se bankruptcy filings in 2015. Notably, the number of pro se filings in
the Central District was more than double that of the bankruptcy court with the second-highest pro se total,
the Middle District of Florida.

1

See next page for 2016 pie chart that shows the following: in 2016, the percentage of pro se filings remained at 24 percent (9,943) and
the attorney represented filings remained at 76 percent (31,456).
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Figure 2
U.S. Bankruptcy Court - Central District of California
CY 2016
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The number of bankruptcy filings continued to decline as a national trend, but 2016 was the first calendar
year since 2011 that filings declined nationally at a rate of less than 10 percent.2 In the Central District, total
filings decreased by 11 percent from 2015 to 2016.

Overall Pro Se Filing Trends
During the 2016 calendar year, a total of 41,399 bankruptcy cases were filed in the Central District of
California, and 9,943 of these cases—nearly a quarter—were pro se. Over the last six years, the proportion
of self-represented filers has tended to fluctuate between one or two points annually. As shown in Figure 3,
the highest pro se filing rate was 28.3 percent in 2011, when annual filings were more than triple the total for
2016. While CACB’s overall filings have been declining since 2010, the total number of pro se filings has been
falling at a slightly faster rate, supporting the trend toward the 24 percent pro se filing rate in 2016.
Once again, in 2016 CACB had more than double the pro se filings of the next highest district (the Northern
District of Illinois with 4,115) and more pro se cases were filed in California Central than the bottom two-thirds
of bankruptcy court districts combined. The Los Angeles and Riverside divisional offices alone accounted for
one-tenth of all pro se cases filed nationally in 2016.

2

http://www.uscourts.gov/news/2017/01/25/bankruptcy-filings-fall-59-reach-lowest-level-2006
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Figure 3
U.S. Bankruptcy Court - Central District of California
Overall Pro Se Rate from 2010 to 2016
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Compared to the national pro se rate of 8.7 percent in 2016, Figure 4 (below) shows how vast of a departure
CACB’s pro se rate is from the rest of the nation. Even in its own circuit, California Central dominates other
districts with its share of pro se filings. With 16.7 percent in 2016, the Ninth Circuit had the second highest pro
se rate for a circuit in the nation next to the single-district D.C. Circuit. (Omitting CACB does not change the
Circuit’s standing.) CACB towered over the Ninth Circuit in 2016, accounting for nearly half of the Circuit’s
total pro se filings.

8.7%
National

16.7%

In the context of other individual districts with high pro se rates, California Central is
still noticeably greater. Of all districts with more than 1,000 total bankruptcy filings
in 2016, the five with the highest pro se rates are, in descending order, California
Central, New York Eastern, Maryland, Arizona, and California Northern. CACB has
been at the top of this list every year since the Administrative Office of the United
States Courts began publishing national pro se statistics in 2010.
Figure 4 - Pro Se Rates in 2016
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Figure 5
U.S. Bankruptcy Court - Central District of California
Breakdown of Filings in 2016 by
Representation & Chapter

Attorney Represented

A closer look at the breakdown by chapter for the
2016 pro se rate reveals important nuances. First, the
pro se rate for each chapter of bankruptcy differs
from the overall pro se rate, both in the rate itself and
in the scale of annual fluctuation. The full square in
Figure 5 represents all 41,399 filings in 2016, broken
down by chapter and representation status relative
to the size of each category.  Chapter 7 and chapter
13 pro se filings eclipse the pro se filings of any other
chapter, both in size and proportion. A mere 6.2
percent of cases are filed pro se under chapter 11,
which is not surprising considering that Local Rules
prohibit corporate entities and most non-individuals
(i.e., half of chapter 11 cases) from filing without an
attorney. This discussion focuses on chapters 7 and
13.

Pro Se

Looking at chapter 7 pro se cases alone, the pro
se rate falls below the overall rate to 18.9 percent.
Chapter 13 has a significantly higher pro se rate of
39.4 percent. In other words, three out of every eight
chapter 13 cases filed in 2016 were filed without an
attorney.

18.9%
Pro Se Rate
Chapter 7
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39.4%
Pro Se Rate

Chapter 13
Other

Though most pro se cases are filed under chapter 7, chapter 13 debtors file without an attorney at double the
rate of chapter 7 filers. The jump in pro se filing rates between chapters is counterintuitive at first glance. One
might expect that given the additional complexity involved in chapter 13 cases, as well as the homes and
vehicles that are typically at stake in these cases, debtors would be more likely to hire counsel in chapter 13.

Chapter 13 Update
In 2016, CACB had the most chapter 13 pro se filings in the nation. More pro se chapter 13 cases were filed
in CACB than in all other districts in the Ninth Circuit combined. The pro se rate for chapter 13 is the second
highest nationally, behind New York Eastern, where the rate has drastically increased to 58.6 percent from
25.1 percent in 2011. New York Eastern and Florida Middle appear the most similar to CACB both in volume
and proportion.
Figure 6
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Figure 7 shows the chapter 13 pro se
filing rate over the last six years. From this
depiction, it is clear that chapter 13 is the
reason the Court’s data shows noticeable
variance in the overall pro se rate over time.
The chapter 13 pro se rate is 40.7 percent on
average, with a standard deviation of 5.0
percent discernible in each year’s three- to
six-point changes. Thus, the chapter 13 pro
se filing rate is relatively unstable, vacillating
between a low of one-third and a high of
one-half of CACB’s pro se cases (Figure 6).
With 41,399 filings in 2016, CACB’s overall
filings were reduced to less than one-third
of the 134,501 total filings in 2011. Chapter
13 filings dropped along with overall
bankruptcy filings, and from 2011 to 2014
pro se chapter 13 filings fell at an even
faster rate. However, the filings for 2015 and
2016 seem to indicate that pro se cases are
rising relative to attorney-represented cases
for chapter 13. In fact, 2016 was the second
year in a row that pro se chapter 13 cases
increased from the prior year despite the
continuing decline in filings overall. This is not
surprising, given that the decline in overall
filings appears to be leveling out and pro se
chapter 13 cases are sensitive to changes
in the trend.
Unfortunately, 2015 data for chapter 13
pro se filings shows that chapter 13 cases
are less successful than filing chapter 7, if
success is defined as obtaining a discharge
in the case. Figure 8 shows that less than
three percent of self-represented chapter
13 debtors confirmed a plan in 2015.  (Data
on confirmed chapter 13 plans is not yet
available for cases filed in 2016. When this
report went to press, 2016 cases were still
pending.)

Figure 7
U.S. Bankruptcy Court - Central District of California
Chapter 13 Pro Se Rates from 2011 to 2016
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Data based on filings and reopens in 2015

All Other Pro Se Cases
While the overwhelming majority of pro se cases are filed under the chapters covered above, this section
briefly addresses pro se cases filed in all other chapters. A total of 30 pro se cases out of 9,943 filed in this
district during 2016 (about three-tenths of a percent) were under a chapter other than 7 or 13. Of these, 27
were filed under chapter 11 and the remaining three were filed under chapter 12.

Chapter 11
At the time of drafting this report, of the 27 chapter 11 cases filed pro se in 2016, only four are pending
and the vast majority have been dismissed.  Per Local Bankruptcy Rule 9011-2(a), attorney representation
is mandatory for corporations, partnerships, and various other non-individual debtors (precluding the pro
se filing of municipalities under chapter 9 and non-U.S. Corporations under chapter 15). The number of
successfully discharged pro se chapter 11 cases filed in the last five years is in the single digits, as most pro se
chapter 11 cases are dismissed, converted, or are no longer pro se because the filers eventually hire counsel.

Chapter 12
Out of the seven chapter 12 cases filed in 2016, four were pro se. Three of these were dismissed and one
was converted to a chapter 7. The district has no record of a pro se chapter 12 ever receiving a discharge.

LEVELS OF ASSISTANCE SOUGHT BY PRO SE DEBTORS
Another useful perspective on pro se filings emerges when
considering the level of assistance associated with these filings.
The data in this section captures significant influences underlying
the Court’s exceptionally high pro se rate. Pro se debtors receive
different levels of assistance with their bankruptcy filings, and these
different levels produce noticeably different case outcomes. To
avoid the cost of hiring an attorney, pro se filers may: (1) hire a
bankruptcy petition preparer (BPP) who is disclosed in the case
(“BPP cases”), (2) use the electronic self-representation program
made available by the Court (“eSR cases”), or (3) file without
either form of assistance. Because this last group often receives
assistance that was not disclosed to the Court, it is categorized as
“undisclosed help”.
In this discussion, we will analyze these three levels of pro se
assistance. It is worth noting that some filers who have not hired
an attorney still receive advice from counsel when they visit the
Court’s self-help desks, which is discussed in further detail in the
appendix to this report. Also, Court staff have reason to believe
that undisclosed BPPs are involved in a number of cases. Within the
third category (undisclosed assistance), pro se cases submitted by
runners will be treated separately from cases submitted by debtors.

7

Attorney M. Jonathan Hayes explains the
chapter 7 petition to pro se debtors visiting
the San Fernando Valley Self-Help Desk.
Neighborhood Legal Services of Los Angeles
County, the Central District Consumer
Bankruptcy Attorneys Association, and the
San Fernando Valley Bar Association partner
to provide access to petition forms, reference
materials, and knowledgeable volunteers.

Pro Se Cases Filed Using eSR
California Central was one of the courts that contributed to the development of electronic SelfRepresentation (eSR), a tool for preparing chapter 7 bankruptcy petitions electronically, and was one of the
first courts to implement eSR for live use by debtors. Since its full release in September 2014, the program has
offered an electronic do-it-yourself option for local filers who would have either completed the bankruptcy
petition paperwork without assistance from an attorney or hired a BPP to prepare the documents. Debtors
who use eSR may view links with helpful information before entering and while using the program, and many
eSR users obtain further assistance from volunteer attorneys at the Court’s self-help desks. The enhanced
accessibility and ease of use provided by eSR’s online platform may be contributing to the increasing
number of self-represented filers who have used eSR over the past few years.
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Access to a convenient electronic tool for preparing bankruptcy documents and obtaining legal advice
from volunteer attorneys benefits the district’s low-income debtors, many of whom would otherwise seek
assistance from non-attorney BPPs. Debtors who hire BPPs face a very real risk of receiving illegitimate
and even harmful legal advice; they may also end up paying more for assistance with their bankruptcy
documents than competent legal counsel would have charged. A review of the Court’s filing data shows
that Month
debtors who seek assistance in the form of eSR have better case outcomes, such as avoiding early
ilings in Given
dismissal. Because eSR encourages debtors to complete all forms required for a chapter 7 filing, the program
0
reduces the chance that the case will be dismissed for failure to provide the necessary paperwork, and
8
thereby increases the chance that a debtor will successfully receive a discharge.
1
1
4
Figure 9
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Since the district began offering eSR, Figure 9 shows that use of the program has been growing steadily, with
28
total eSR filings more than doubling from 129 in 2015 to 339 in 2016. The Court expects eSR to sustain this level
36
of growth in the near term as it continues to promote eSR and the public becomes familiar with the program.
37
26 Figure 10 breaks down the pro se chapter 7 cases filed in 2016 by level of assistance. The share of cases filed
25 using eSR more than tripled from 1.8 percent in 2015 to 6.1 percent in 2016. This difference of 4.3 percent
34 does not appear to come from the shares of any one particular group of the three levels of pro se assistance.
Future reports will evaluate which group is most affected by eSR’s continued growth. An increased use of
assistance (like eSR) that correlates with better success for debtors would be a desirable outcome for the
Court.

Pro Se Cases Filed with the Help of a BPP

Figure 10

A bankruptcy petition preparer (BPP) is a nonUnited States Bankruptcy Court - Central District of California
attorney who charges a fee to prepare the
Share of Chapter 7 Pro Se Debtors by Assistance Level
bankruptcy petition of a debtor. The large
population of self-represented debtors in the
6.1%
Undislosed Help
Central District may be linked to the demand for
BPP
low-cost legal assistance in the area. BPPs purport
Runner
to offer bankruptcy document preparation
11.5%
services for less money than an attorney would
eSR
charge. Unfortunately, recurring instances of
problematic conduct perpetrated by BPPs are
often to the detriment of debtors.3 Likewise, BPPs
create unnecessary work for the Court and U.S.
50.2%
Trustee’s Office.  In the past, BPPs have dispatched
“runners” to carry bankruptcy petitions to the
32.2%
Court’s filing window on behalf of debtor clients.
Judges have described numerous cases in which
debtors are charged far in excess of the fee limit,
have received inaccurate legal advice from
a non-attorney, or debtors are unaware that a
bankruptcy case was filed. Regrettably, debtors
who suffer from these circumstances tend to
come from disproportionately low-income regions with limited English proficiency, as explored in depth in the
2013 Pro Se Annual Report. This discussion provides further updates on two categories of BPPs: disclosed and
undisclosed.

Disclosed BPPs
By statute, 11 U.S.C. § 110 requires that cases with a BPP include a “declaration under penalty of perjury by
the bankruptcy petition preparer. . . filed together with the petition, disclosing any fee received from or on
behalf of the debtor within 12 months immediately prior to the filing of the case, and any unpaid fee charged
to the debtor.” For this discussion, cases with a “disclosed BPP” are those in which a disclosure form has been
filed. CM/ECF, the Court’s electronic case filing system, dependably tracks these cases. (For the purposes of
this report, the four unusual cases from 2016 marked as having a disclosed BPP in addition to eSR assistance
are treated as eSR cases only.)

Runners
The Court has no precise way to comprehensively track cases involving undisclosed BPPs, but Court data
identifies cases where it is likely that a BPP prepared the petition without filing a disclosure form. Since 2011,
the Court has used the Debtor ID Program to keep track of individuals other than the debtor who file petitions
in pro se cases (“runner” cases). While there might be instances where a third party files the petition for a
debtor when no BPP was involved, and there have been instances where undisclosed BPPs were involved in
cases that bypassed the Debtor ID Program, cases marked in the Debtor ID Program that do not have a BPP
disclosure on the record are a useful proxy for undisclosed BPP involvement. Assuming runner cases are an
imperfect proxy for undisclosed BPP cases, the runner group is considered here as a distinct level of assistance
in order to observe the unique characteristics and outcomes for bankruptcy filings filed by both disclosed and
undisclosed BPPs. Because many BPPs send the debtor alone with the filing documents to avoid detection,
the “runner” category may possibly underestimate debtors who pay for assistance from non-attorneys.

3

See 2012 report http://www3.cacb.uscourts.gov/prose/annualreport/2012/sectioniiic.htm
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Figure 11 shows the levels of pro se assistance involved for
chapter 13 cases in 2016. As with chapter 7, the collective
share of disclosed and undisclosed BPPs is between 42 and
44 percent. However, the group of possibly undisclosed
BPP (runner) cases makes up most of this combined share
for chapter 13 cases. In chapter 7, disclosed BPPs assist
with only one-tenth of cases. Figure 12 shows that, in 2016,
eSR cases,4 disclosed BPP cases, and attorney-represented
cases were filed under chapter 7 far more frequently
than under chapter 13. The figure also shows that pro se
debtors without any disclosed assistance filed chapter 7
and chapter 13 at about the same rate, and that cases
submitted by a runner were likely to be under chapter 13.

Figure 11
United States Bankruptcy Court - Central District of California
Chapter 13 Pro Se Cases by Assistance Level

Undisclosed
Help
57.3%

BPP
3.1%

To the extent that there are “good” BPPs that operate
according to the rules set forth by 11 U.S.C. § 110, one might
expect that “good” and “bad” BPPs are self-separating
based on whether they file a disclosure form in the first
Runner
39.6%
place. When a BPP has been shown to cause harm, this
district and the U.S. Trustee respond and pursue punitive
action,5 so “bad” BPPs wishing to continue their businesses
face pressure to provide assistance anonymously. If runner
cases generally represent undisclosed BPPs, Figure 12
Figure 12
shows that disclosed BPPs are more likely to be involved in
the simpler chapter 7 cases where the debtor’s likelihood
United States Bankruptcy Court - Central District of California
of success is high. Given the low discharge rates in
Pro Se Level of Assistance by Chapter
chapter 13, Figure 12 is also consistent with the assumption
that undisclosed BPPs are not concerned with negative
outcomes for debtors.
eSR
100%

Undisclosed Help
Finally, this report considers those cases in which there is
no indication that the debtor had assistance when filing
the case. This group includes both cases where the debtor
filed with assistance from one of the Court’s self-help desks
(self-help desks report that visitors largely have questions
regarding chapter 7 matters), and where the debtor filed a
bankruptcy case independently, without any professional
assistance at all. In all likelihood, there are cases in this
group that have had some level of assistance that was not
reported, but this report assumes that such cases have little
impact on our analysis.
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Chapter 7 is the only chapter that has been made available for eSR users in the Central District but other districts that offer eSR may
provide chapter 13 as an additional option. See 2012 report: http://www3.cacb.uscourts.gov/prose/annualreport/2012/sectioniiif.htm
5
See 2012 report: http://www3.cacb.uscourts.gov/prose/annualreport/2012/sectioniiif.htm
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OUTCOMES FOR PRO SE DEBTORS

Figure 13

Whether pro se debtors have access to reliable help when
seeking bankruptcy relief may be evaluated by whether
or not such help results in a favorable case outcome.
While not a perfect measure of success, the disposition
of cases from each level of assistance indicates whether
that assistance yields a desirable outcome. The following
discussion compares the rates of the different dispositions
(e.g., discharge, dismissal, etc.) in chapter 7 and chapter
13 for each level of assistance.

Rates of Discharge

U.S. Bankruptcy Court - Central District of California
Discharge Rates Among Chapter 7 Debtors in 2016

Level of Assistance to
Debtor

Received a Discharge

Atty-Represented

93.9%

eSR

81.5%

Disclosed BPP

85.7%

Undisclosed Help

49.7%

Although there are other reasons debtors file, receipt of
Runner
23.7%
a discharge in a bankruptcy case is generally considered
a favorable outcome. The debtor receiving a discharge
may have been better off not filing in the first place, but to learn that before filing would necessitate receiving
legal advice that is often unavailable to pro se debtors. On occasion, filing bankruptcy unintentionally leads to
the sale of the debtor’s home, which the debtor may not consider
be a good
Case
data shows
Level of to
Assistance
to outcome.
Dismissed
for Failure
to
Disch
the sale of real property is actually more prevalent among attorney-represented
debtors
than
debtors, so Finan
pro
se
Debtor
File Information
there are relatively few pro se cases that received a discharge and led to the sale of a home. Given the limited
data available, the Court’s discharge rates are the best indicator available for determining the outcome of
Atty-Represented
2.3%
bankruptcy cases for pro se debtors.

3.4% that are still
discharge, excluding cases
Figure 13 shows the rate at which chapter 7 cases have received aeSR
pending as of May 2017. Attorney-represented cases set the bar high with a 93.9 percent discharge rate,
followed by eSR and disclosed BPP cases, which had rates of 81.5Disclosed
and 85.7 percent,
respectively.
These numbers
BPP
5.8%
reveal that certain types of assistance are likely to result in a discharge. The data shows that hiring a BPP who
is willing to file a disclosure form is the next best alternative to hiring an attorney. Since 2015, the success rate of
Undisclosed Help
31.6%
eSR has fallen below that of filings with a disclosed BPP (the 2015 discharge rate for eSR was 89.4 percent while
the disclosed BPP discharge rate was still about 85.7 percent). The decline in eSR discharge rates may be due
failure to file information, 49.5%
failure to pay the
to the increased number of eSR filings suffering from common pitfalls:Runner
filing fee, or failure to submit a financial management course certificate.
Debtors honestly seeking a discharge appear to be better off when they do not seek the help of a BPP who is
unwilling to disclose his or her involvement in the case. Among the “undisclosed help” cases, the discharge rate
was 49.7 percent—so the chance of getting a discharge in this group was effectively a coin toss. Interestingly,
the discharge rate among (runner) cases presumed to have an undisclosed BPP was significantly lower at 23.7
percent.

Incomplete Filings in Chapter 7
Corresponding with the high discharge rate, attorney-represented cases have the lowest rates of unfavorable
dispositions, the most common being dismissals for failure to submit complete documentation. For eSR cases,
the dismissal rate for failure to file information is 3.4 percent, compared to 5.8 percent for cases where a BPP was
disclosed. For cases submitted personally by the debtor without any disclosed help from a BPP, the dismissal rate
for an incomplete filing goes up to 31.6 percent—10 times the rate of eSR cases. Finally, looking at runner cases
alone, a staggering 49.5 percent of cases were dismissed for failure to file the necessary paperwork.
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U.S. Bankruptcy Court - Central District of California
Rates of Common Unfavorable Dispositions in Incomplete Chapter 7 Cases
Level of Assistance to
Debtor
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For those who lack adequate assistance, incomplete filings appear to be the largest contributor to the low
discharge rates in chapter 7. A debtor receiving assistance from a BPP who does not disclose involvement
is twice as likely to have the case dismissed due to filing incomplete paperwork than to have the case
discharged. On the other hand, it appears that once a pro se debtor gets over the hurdle of filing the correct
paperwork, that debtor’s chances of receiving a discharge rise steeply.

Dismissal for Failure to Pay Filing Fee and Discharge Withheld
The data shows that, while using eSR is the next best alternative to hiring an attorney, when it comes to
avoiding a dismissal for incomplete filing, filers who use eSR do not fare as well as those who hire disclosed
BPPs. Cases filed with BPPs who are willing to disclose have better success when it comes to (1) ensuring the
filing fee is paid and (2) following through with filing the certification of completing the post-petition financial
management course required for discharge. Surprisingly, eSR cases have the highest rates of dismissal in both
categories. If eSR cases and cases with disclosed BPPs had identical complete filing rates, then the discharge
rate of eSR cases would surpass that of disclosed BPPs. The Court will seek to address this in clearer and
stronger language in the eSR instructions.
While it is not surprising that runner cases in 2016 do not have a high rate of discharges withheld, given that
half of the cases were already dismissed early on for incomplete filings, it is worth reporting that in all of the
cases the debtor either paid the filing fee or had the fees waived.

Dismissals of Any Other Kind
When it comes to miscellaneous dismissals in 2016, including dismissals for abuse, all groups are equal in their
rates of dismissal with the exception of disclosed BPPs. Cases with disclosed BPPs have a slightly lower rate of
miscellaneous dismissal than eSR cases.

Outcomes in Chapter 13
Confirmation of Plan and Case is Still Pending
The outcomes for pro se debtors in chapter 13 are quite different than in chapter 7, as the rate of dismissal
in chapter 13 is extremely high. Considering that chapter 13 cases should last from three to five years, the
complete discharge rates for 2016 filings will not be known for some time. Instead, we can substitute the
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discharge rate for the rate of cases that are still pending
as of May 2017 and have received confirmation of a
chapter 13 plan. Even for the cases filed in November
and December of 2016,   the vast majority that are
going to reach confirmation will have done so by May
2017 (prior to the publication date of this report), so
this measure effectively identifies the cases that are on
their way to a successful chapter 13 discharge.

Figure 15
U.S. Bankruptcy Court - Central District of California
Chapter 13 Cases Filed in 2016 that Have a
Chance of Discharge
Level of Assistance to
Debtor

Pending and Ch. 13
Plan Confirmed

Pending and No
Confirmed Plan

Atty-Represented

49.3%

7.0%

Disclosed BPP

1.6%

3.1%

0.6%

1.0%

0.1%

0.2%

Dismissed for Failure to
File Information

Dismissed for Failure to
Pay Plan Payments

Atty-Represented

8.3%

3.9%

0.0%

Disclosed BPP

41.4%

5.5%

0.8%

Undisclosed Help
67.9%
U.S. Bankruptcy Court - Central District
of California
Unfavorable Dispositions for Chapter 13 Cases
Filed
in
2016
Runner
69.1%

1.6%

0.1%

2.0%

0.0%

As mentioned previously, the additional complexity
Level of Assistance to
Pending and Ch. 13
Pending and No
Undisclosed Help
and work involved in prosecuting a chapter 13 case
Debtor
Plan Confirmed
Confirmed Plan
appears to have a severe effect on debtors who do not
Runner
retain counsel. Even with the help of a “good” BPP, the
Atty-Represented
49.3%
7.0%
chance of receiving a discharge in chapter 13 for pro
se debtors
is miniscule. For chapter
13 self-represented
Disclosed BPP
1.6%
3.1% Level of Assistance to
filers, the best advice remains to seek the guidance of
Debtor
competent
counsel.
Undisclosed
Help
0.6%
1.0%
Runner

0.1%

Figure0.2%
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Level of Assistance to
Debtor

Dismissed for Failure to
File Information

Dismissed for Failure to
Pay Plan Payments

Dismissal for Failing to
Pay the Filing Fee

All Other Dismissals

Atty-Represented

8.3%

3.9%

0.0%

28.5%

Disclosed BPP

41.4%

5.5%

0.8%

46.1%

Undisclosed Help

67.9%

1.6%

0.1%

28.4%

Runner

69.1%

2.0%

0.0%

28.2%

Dismissal for
Pay the Fil

Dismissal
Of all pro se chapter 13 cases filed in 2016, an incredible 98.3 percent have since been dismissed as of May
2017. About two-thirds of these pro se cases were dismissed for failure to submit the required schedules, the
chapter 13 plan, and other necessary paperwork. The dismissal rate for pro se filers compares to a much
smaller dismissal rate of 40.3 percent for attorney-represented cases, with only 8.3 percent of attorneyrepresented cases dismissed due to incomplete filings.
Disclosed BPPs held a very small share of the chapter 13 cases filed in 2016, but appear to have been the next
best alternative to hiring an attorney, giving debtors a greater than 50/50 chance of avoiding dismissal due
to an incomplete filing. Unfortunately, if cases with disclosed BPPs are not dismissed at the onset of the case,
it appears they are dismissed at a later date for other reasons.
It is apparent from the data that self-represented debtors have an even more pronounced need for assistance
with completing the documentation in chapter 13 cases, but there are fewer alternatives to hiring counsel for
those who may not be able to afford the attorney fees that are due prior to filing.
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DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON PRO SE DEBTORS
Income Level of Pro Se Debtors
When debtors who use the self-help desks throughout the district are surveyed regarding their reason for not
hiring an attorney, cost is the nearly unanimous response. While the subdivision of individuals who use the District’s pro se resources and happen to complete a survey may not be robustly representative of the greater
population of pro se debtors, their responses show that even more resourceful self-represented debtors find it
prohibitively costly to hire counsel and receive comprehensive representation.
When looking at the monthly income of chapter 7 debtors from each level of assistance—from those who
have attorney representation to those who have no disclosed help at all—a clear divide emerges. Figure
17 shows the first, second, and third quartiles of the reported current monthly income of debtors at each
level of assistance for 2016. Because many cases are dismissed for failure to file the required documentation
(most often under chapter 13) that discloses a debtor’s income, cases that failed to report a current monthly
income to the Court were not included.
Figure 17
U.S. Bankruptcy Court - Central District of California
Current Monthly Income Reported by Debtor

$1,000

$1,500

$2,000

Attorney

$500

$2,500

$3,000

$3,500

$4,000

$4,409.08

Disclosed BPP

$2,100.00
$3,449.88

$1,000.00

Filed via eSR
Undisclosed
Help

$4,500

$2,785.30
$1,227.05

Filed by a
Runner

Level of Assistance to Debtor When Filing Petition

$0

$2,004.47
$685.53

$3,800.00

$1,600.00
$3,000.00

$84.50

$1,500.00
$-

$3,000.00
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$5,000

In 2016, the median chapter 7 debtor who hired an
attorney earned an additional $685.30 more each
month than the median debtor who hired a “good”
BPP (one willing to be disclosed in the petition). The
same debtor earned almost double the monthly
income of the median debtor who had no help or
appeared to go to a “bad” BPP (because a runner filed
the petition, the evidence suggests a BPP was involved
but a  BPP disclosure form was not filed). Consequently,
the data shows that the debtors who have the lowest
socioeconomic status appear to be the ones least likely
to receive a discharge in chapter 7.
The monthly income of debtors who responded to
the Court’s questionnaire may differ from the monthly
Bankruptcy Court Staff providing assistance at the
income of all pro se debtors. Yet, there is reason to
Intake window
suspect that the monthly income of pro se debtors
who did not file the required schedule reporting their
income would skew the data of the pro se groups to an even lower income, rather than a higher income.
Since Figure 17 appears to show a clear distinction in earnings between groups already, we might expect the
true income disparity to be more exacerbated than is known.

Language Barriers

Figure 18

While Limited English Proficient (LEP) filers do not
necessarily file without an attorney, when LEP filers
are not represented by an attorney, the barriers
to accessing the Court are that much greater for
those filers. As mentioned in previous reports, the
Court does not provide funding for interpreters other
than in proceedings initiated by the United States
Government. The combination of the Central District’s
large pro se population and the state’s sizeable LEP
population results in an increased burden on the Court
and a greater barrier to success in filing bankruptcy.
California courts are subject to state authority, rather
than the federal judiciary, and consequently have
greater flexibility to address the language needs
of California’s diverse population. As pictured, the
California Courts Language Access web page cites
the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2015 data to show the
breakdown of LEP needs among those who reside
in California. The California Superior Courts 2016
Language Access Survey Report (Language Access
Report) states that most requests for interpreters seek
Spanish language assistance (88 percent in 2016).
Given their shared geography, it makes sense that
CACB filers reflect roughly the same LEP need as
reported by California courts. Bankruptcy filers who
attend 341(a) creditor meetings requested a Spanish
language interpreter 85 percent of the time in 2016,
according to data from the Office of the U.S. Trustee
Program.
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Reprinted from The Judicial Branch of California

DID YOU KNOW?
Nearly 7 million (19%) Californians report speaking
English “less than very well”

Source: U.S. Census Bureau (2015)
Link: http://www.courts.ca.gov/languageaccess.htm

Figure 19
Differences between Divisions in Language Needs in 2015
Language

San Fernando
Valley Division
(Woodland Hills)

Arabic
Armenian
Bengali
Bulgarian
Farsi
Japanese
Korean
Punjabi
Russian
Sinhalese
Spanish
Thai
Grand Total

1
20
1
1
5
4
9
2
12
1
255
1
312

Language

Riverside

Arabic
Armenian
Bosnian
Cambodian
Cantonese
Czech
Farsi
Filipino
Gujarati
Indonesian
Korean
Laotian
Mandarin
Spanish
Tagalog
Thai
Vietnamese
Grand Total

9
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
3
1
20
1
5
1083
3
3
12
1149

The San Fernando Valley division had a smaller number of
different languages requested. Specific languages requested
differed from the Riverside division’s language assistance.

Other than Spanish, a multitude of languages are requested in the
Central District at 341(a) meeting of creditor locations. A more indepth study of U.S. Trustee Program data shows that the proportion
of languages requested varies among divisional offices within the
district. For example, at the Riverside Division, 95 percent of the
requests were for language assistance in Spanish. In Woodland Hills,
only 82 percent of language assistance requests were for Spanish.
Likewise, there are specific languages requested at some divisions
that are not requested at other divisions. Bankruptcy cases are
assigned to each division based on the debtor’s ZIP code, so the
variance in the language assistance requests presumably reflects
the variation in the languages spoken in the communities that
surround each division. Comparing language assistance summary
charts for 2015 and 2016, it is also evident that language needs vary
from year to year.

Figure 20

USTP 2015
Language Assistance Summary
by Division
TOTAL: 4519
LA 2260
RS 1149
SA 613
ND 185
SFV 312

Given the judiciary’s limited language assistance resources for bankruptcy filers, the number of different
languages spoken by the Central District’s large LEP population creates another hurdle between the Court
and the second goal stated in its Strategic Plan, “Access to Justice and Service to the Public.”  The Court has
previously focused its efforts on reaching the largest LEP population, by first targeting better communication
with the Spanish-speaking public. Strategies used by the California courts have been helpful in informing
CACB’s efforts, which will be discussed in the “Language Needs Log” discussion in the next section of this
report.
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Figure 21
U.S. Trustee Program
Language Assistance Summary Statistics for 2016

Mandarin , 63
Armenian, 72
Vietnamese, 99

Other, 142

Korean, 182

Spanish, 2994
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EXISTING PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
The judges on the Court’s Pro Se Committee, together with staff from the Clerk’s Office, have worked hard
to identify and eliminate barriers to access and provide much needed information on the Court’s services, in
alignment with the goals of the Court’s Strategic Plan. The Court’s website, Call Center, Online Chat program,
“Don’t Have an Attorney” web page, eSR (electronic Self-Representation) petition preparation system, and
other resources are described in earlier reports. Below are updates from 2015 and 2016 pertaining to the
Court’s free resources and a noteworthy expansion of its effort to communicate with and support pro se
filers.

eSR
The eSR (electronic Self-Representation) program
enables users to prepare and submit chapter
7 petitions electronically – a feature debtors
are increasingly using. Users may access eSR
through the Court’s website or at the Court’s five
offices throughout the district where dedicated
computer stations are available. The self-help
computers are conveniently located near a
self-help desk staffed by volunteer attorneys, so
debtors can ask for assistance when filing. Since
the Internet launch of eSR in the fall of 2014, the
total number of chapter 7 bankruptcy cases
filed that were prepared using eSRTipshas
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Informational Brochures on eSR
(in Spanish and English)
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Inside content of eSR Brochure
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Court Outreach Efforts
Court Intern 2015
Beginning in the summer of 2015, the Clerk’s Office hired a graduate
student intern, Samuel Moore, from the University of Southern California’s
Price School of Public Policy, to focus on increasing the Court’s outreach
efforts to communicate with pro se filers. Working with then Pro Se
Committee Chair Judge Maureen Tighe and Court staff, Mr. Moore
designed an “issue briefer” pamphlet titled “Facing Eviction, Foreclosure,
and Financial Distress: U.S. Bankruptcy Court Offers Free Programs to Help”
(pictured on page 21). The pamphlet contained information about the
Court’s self-help desks, pro bono services and access to eSR (electronic
Self-Representation is explained in the “eSR” section of this report on page
18). It also described the challenges faced by those who cannot afford an
attorney, detailing, for example, cases of unscrupulous BPPs overcharging
clients or providing unauthorized legal services. The issue briefer was sent
to 247 senior centers; 131 federal, state, county, and city political offices;
96 neighborhood councils; and 13 organizations that represent major
religious denominations in Los Angeles. In addition, the Court offered to
deliver in-person presentations to any interested group. The material was
very well received and generated a number of speaking requests.

Self-Help Desk Team Leader
Sabrina Palacio-Garcia and
Court Intern Sam Moore at the
Motion Picture Television Fund
(June 26, 2015)

Court Visits to the Surrounding Community
Clerk’s Office staff enthusiastically stepped forward to assist with speaking
requests that followed the publication of an issue briefer in the summer
of 2015. Staff volunteers spoke at events hosted in the evenings and on
weekends. Over the next 18 months, volunteers delivered presentations
to a wide range of groups, including the Motion Picture and Television
Fund, Paul Robeson Free Legal Clinic, LIFT LA, and neighborhood councils
of Harbor Gateway South, Empowerment Congress West, Foothill Trails
District, Northridge South, Torrance, and West Los Angeles. Staff also
spoke at local government events including Home Foreclosure Resource
Fairs in Boyle Heights and Huntington Park, and at senior centers in South
Pasadena, El Monte, and Jurupa Valley. Volunteers were partnered

Operations Supervisor Otoniel Gonsales presenting at
the Harbor Gateway South neighborhood council in
Torrance, California (September 2015)

Operations
Support
Clerk Gabriela Huerta
delivering flyers to
the LA City Attorney’s
Office (January 2016)
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Legal Analyst Jennifer Kohout at
the Empowerment Congress West
neighborhood council (October
2015)

Operations Manager Winnie
Diep-Shen at the Foothill Trails
District neighborhood council
(October 2015)

CACB Issue Briefer
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into multilingual teams, so that as needed, they could present in
other languages besides English, including Spanish and Mandarin.
Local representatives and community leaders were appreciative
of and satisfied with the presentations from Court staff.  Citizens in
attendance were often surprised to learn about the many services
offered by the Court.
After Court staff attended a local Home Foreclosure Resource
Fair, a representative from the California Department of Business
Oversight, connected Court Staff to a representative from the
Los Angeles City Attorney Office’s Foreclosure Crisis Outreach
Department. The latter office was hosting a two-day symposium in
January 2016: “Loan Modification Scams & Foreclosure Prevention.”
Due to space limitations at the venue, the Court was unable to send
a representative but was invited to send information for the event.
Instead, the Court sent 400 flyers with information about the Court’s
self-help desks in multiple languages, and received feedback that
the symposium was well attended and the flyers were appreciated.
Through sustained engagement with the community, the Court
has formed relationships with local organizations that will bring its
outreach to an even broader audience.

Paper and Online Marketing
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With multilingual messages, the Court took advantage of
traditional marketing approaches to address the challenges
posed by its outsized pro se population. In August 2015,
the Court began a marketing campaign for its self-help
resources, placing descriptions of eSR in print and online
media outlets throughout the Central District. The campaign
countered the tactics of unscrupulous BPPs by targeting the
same channels they use. The Court created its own Craigslist
campaign, posting weekly announcements describing selfhelp desk services and free assistance in English and Spanish.
In addition, the Court published print ads in English, Spanish,
and Korean newspapers throughout the Central District in
August 2015 and again in August 2016, informing the public
about the Court’s services. These ads were also placed in
the same sections of the newspapers where BPP ads had
appeared. The Court created informational flyers in English,
Spanish, and Mandarin, describing the services of the Court’s
self-help desks and its programs. Staff volunteers distributed
over 800 flyers to their local libraries, cafes, and community
centers.

SUFFERING FROM FINANCIAL DISTRESS AND THINKING ABOUT BANKRUPTCY?
Court Services for People Who Do Not Have an Attorney
U.S. Bankruptcy Court Resources

Bankruptcy Self-Help Desks*

eSR is a program that allows people
to complete chapter 7 bankruptcy
paperwork electronically and submit it to the
Court online.
DeBN is a program that allows
people who have started a
bankruptcy to receive orders and Courtgenerated notices through their email.

LOCATIONS

TIMES

300 N Los Angeles Street
Room 1200, First Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Mondays & Wednesdays
10:00 am - 12:00 am
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm

3420 Twelfth Street, Room 125
Riverside, CA 92501

Tuesdays & Thursdays
10:00 am - 2:00 pm

411 West Fourth Street
Second Floor
Santa Ana, CA 92701

Wednesdays
1:30 pm - 3:30 pm
Fridays
9:00 am - 11:00 am

1415 State Street, 1st Floor
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

Fridays
10:00 am - 12:00 pm

21041 Burbank Boulevard
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

Thursdays
9:00 am - 12:00 pm
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm

33-520 Date Palm Drive
Cathedral City, CA 92234

Fourth Monday of the Month
10:30 am - 2:30 pm

The Self-Help Desks at each Court division
provide individuals with:
 Chapter 7 bankruptcy information;
 Bankruptcy forms and reference materials; &
 Referrals for additional legal assistance.
NOTE: The Self-Help Desks are closed on Court
and Federal Holidays.

As a possible indicator of the campaign’s impact, the Los
Angeles self-help desk reported a spike in the number of
visitors in August 2015.

Website: cacb.uscourts.gov/dont-have-an-attorney
Follow the Court on Twitter @cacbnews

*Made possible thanks to the hard work of…
Public Counsel, Public Service Law Corporation, Legal Aid Foundation of Santa Barbara County,
Public Law Center, and Neighborhood Legal Services.

Figure 22

Figure 23
U.S. Bankruptcy Court – Central District of California
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Tweets
In 2015, the Court began posting weekly tips to its Twitter
account from a list of tweets developed by the Clerk’s
Office, based on common questions received by the Call
Center and frequent issues identified. The Pro Se Committee
also contributed tweets regarding the self-help services
offered at each division. The Court continues to look for ways to expand social media use and communicate
more effectively through its existing Twitter account. In 2015, this included seasonal tweet campaigns focusing
on specific topics such as procedural tips in Spanish and English. The number of Twitter users following the
Court’s account, @cacbnews, has steadily increased over the years, and now stands at over 750.
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Website
In 2015, the Court took a fresh look at its website with a pro se debtor’s perspective in mind. To investigate the
needs of pro se filers and improve content accordingly, the Court posted a new survey tool on its website and
opened a dialogue with pro se debtors, seeking feedback on the website’s self-help areas through in-person
interviews with self-represented parties. In response to user comments, the Court simplified and reorganized
web content so that a visitor would be able to access desired information from a variety of different paths.
Excerpt of Summary from Interviews in 2015 with Pro Se Filers
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Online Chat
Approximately 1,730 chat users contacted the
Court from its website in 2015, growing to 2,443
in 2016 even as overall filings declined. The chat
service provides a convenient way to reach
Court staff for answers to case-specific questions
and links to frequently requested forms, motions,
and orders. Both eSR and chat may be especially
helpful to parties in remote locations who cannot
visit the Court’s onsite self-help desks. Online chat
is available Monday through Friday from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m., excluding federal holidays and other
published Court closures.

Online Videos and Self-Help Desk Live Video
The Clerk’s Office produced brief online videos
on Credit Counseling and Personal Financial
Management to assist self-represented parties.
The Court published English and Spanish versions of
both videos on its website and YouTube channel in
December 2015. In a collaborative effort between
districts, the Clerk’s Office produced a duplicate
version of each video for the U.S. Bankruptcy
Court for the District of New Mexico, along with
additional videos requested by that district. The
Court also locally produced a video on eSR that
was published in July 2017.
As of the fall of 2015, the Northern Division’s
self-help clinic was working with Legal Aid of
Santa Barbara County to establish a live video
connection to the State Court’s self-help desk
in San Luis Obispo (SLO). The video connection
would allow visitors in outlying areas to obtain
assistance with bankruptcy from volunteers in the
Northern Division. A volunteer bankruptcy attorney
coordinates with an onsite contact at the SLO selfhelp desk to serve clients using a video feed. The
attorney would also be able to send bankruptcy
documents for the client to print at the client’s
location. This was the first pilot effort to connect
the Bankruptcy Court’s self-help volunteers to
the SLO self-help desk. By December 2015, a
successful video test was completed with SLO, but
the volunteers discovered that they would need
more bandwidth to make the connection go
smoothly. The video conference component of
the self-help desk was successfully implemented in
October 2016.
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Surveys and Questionnaires
Using an iPad, the Clerk’s Office staff approached visitors waiting for assistance at the self-help desks and
asked the visitors to complete the “How Are We Doing?” survey posted in English and Spanish on the Court’s
“Don’t Have an Attorney” webpage. The Court also developed a uniform questionnaire to collect data from
visitors to the self-help desks at all five divisions. The self-help desks collect data about their visitors using the
legal services organizations’ proprietary forms, which vary from location to location. With particular interest
in gauging the impact of its marketing and outreach efforts, the Court created a standard questionnaire for
districtwide use in the fall of 2016. Some of the organizations opted to incorporate the Court’s questions into
the pro bono organization’s intake form provided at that self-help desk, and agreed to share the results with
the Court.

Student Volunteers
•

Los Angeles Division
In the spring of 2015, the Los Angeles self-help desk once
again partnered with the Legal Aid Foundation of Los
Angeles (LAFLA), Loyola Law School, and the Court to hold
the Loyola Law School Consumer Bankruptcy Litigation
Practicum (CBLP). Judge Sandra R. Klein, chair of the Court’s
Community Outreach Committee, helped to coordinate
the Court’s involvement with the program. The CBLP course
fulfills the law students’ 40-hour pro bono requirement.
Students who completed the CBLP during the fall semester
were permitted to assist at the Los Angeles self-help desk in
the spring. Of the five students who participated in the fall
2014 CBLP, four went on to aid the self-help desk in the spring,
assisting with ongoing cases, job shadowing attorneys, and
attending hearings. Judge Sandra R. Klein coordinated with
Clerk’s Office staff to set up a mock hearing and reception
for the CBLP students. The students performed well in the
mock hearing, which concerned a complicated chapter 11
matter. Several bankruptcy judges, the Clerk of Court, and
approximately 50 practitioners attended the 2015 reception.
Public Counsel Staff Attorney Christian Cooper commented
that the students were especially helpful in conducting
intake interviews for the Los Angeles self-help desk, and
when funding cuts forced LAFLA to drop out of the program
in the fall of 2015, Public Counsel agreed to take over the
CBLP for the semester
In the fall of 2015, a dozen students enrolled in the CBLP. The increase in enrollment corresponded with
an uptick in the number of clients assisted through the Los Angeles self-help desk: 29, up from 20 clients
in 2014. On April 11, 2016, the Court hosted a mock trial regarding an objection to discharge case for
the CBLP. Approximately 40 people participated in the reception, including Chief Judge Sheri Bluebond,
Judge Sandra R. Klein, Judge Julia W. Brand, Executive Officer/Clerk of Court Kathleen J. Campbell and
members of her staff. The students reported how much they have learned about client interaction, the
law, and procedures while assisting at the Los Angeles self-help desk.

•

Northern Division
In 2016, the Legal Aid Foundation of Santa Barbara County (LAFSBC) was seeking additional volunteers
to keep the self-help clinic operating smoothly at the Northern Division. Ryan Zick, a Law Clerk and Santa
Barbara College of Law graduate, contacted his professor to recruit additional volunteers for the self-
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help clinic. As a result, the Clerk’s Office connected the law school to LAFSBC to obtain assistance from
student volunteers. Students at the nearby law school must complete 50 volunteer hours as a graduation
requirement, making volunteering at the self-help desk a great opportunity for students. The Court has
initiated plans with the LAFSBC and the law school to allow students to assist with basic issues in chapter 7
and 13 matters, under attorney supervision.

Language Needs Log
From June through December 2016, the Clerk’s Office began recording instances where Limited English
Proficient (LEP) filers required assistance at the intake window or in court. The Court’s Case Management
Committee requested data about LEP filers in order to estimate the cost of language assistance solutions,
such as a telephone interpreter service that is used by other bankruptcy courts. Due to issues related to
funding, the Court decided against the use of a telephone interpreter, but this project may be revisited in the
future as national efforts toward assisting LEP filers progress.

Requests for Extension of Time Hearings
In November of 2015, Judge Vincent P. Zurzolo partnered with attorneys at Public Counsel on an initiative to
set Orders to Show Cause (OSC) hearings when pro se parties file requests for extension of time to file case
commencement documents. Public Counsel attorneys and the U.S. Trustee’s Office expressed interest in
participating in the hearings. The goal of the initiative was to connect filers with volunteer attorneys early on
in pro se cases. If the initial hearings proved successful, the Court would consider setting these hearings on
the same day as the reaffirmation common calendar. Through the end of 2016, the hearings suffered from
low attendance in response to the OSC notices.

Recognition
At the Court’s Winter Education Seminar in December 2015, the Clerk’s Office awarded certificates to the
staff members who participated in community outreach for self-represented parties. Employees assisted the
Court at all stages of the process, volunteering to speak at offsite events, preparing translated flyers, printing
and creating hundreds of flyers, and distributing flyers in their communities.

Lasarow Awards
On December 3, Public Counsel hosted its 2015 William J.
Lasarow Awards in the lobby of the Edward R. Roybal Federal
Building and U.S. Courthouse in Los Angeles. Public Counsel
holds the annual ceremony and reception to recognize
volunteers serving the pro se bankruptcy population throughout
the Central District, and the Court provides space for the event.
Retired Judge William J. Lasarow was among more than 65
guests in attendance, including Chief Bankruptcy Judge Sheri
Bluebond and Bankruptcy Judges Vincent P. Zurzolo, Thomas
B. Donovan, Victoria S. Kaufman, Robert N. Kwan, Catherine E.
Bauer, Sandra R. Klein, and Scott H. Yun.
Each of the five organizations operating a self-help desk in the
Central District honored an outstanding volunteer for 2015. The
honorees were: for Public Counsel in Los Angeles, W. Sloan
Youkstetter; for the Legal Aid Foundation of Santa Barbara
County in the Northern Division, Uchechi Egeonuigwe; for the
Public Service Law Corporation in the Riverside Division, Ruben
Escalante; for Public Law Center in Santa Ana, Philip Metzinger;
and for Neighborhood Legal Services of Los Angeles County in
the San Fernando Valley, Gail Higgins.
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Left to Right: Public Counsel Supervising Staff
Attorney Magdalena Reyes Bordeaux with 2016
Lasarow Award winners Jeffrey Krause and
Thomas Wolper; Hon. Vincent P. Zurzolo; Public
Counsel Staff Attorney Christian Cooper

On November 10, Public Counsel hosted the 2016
William J. Lasarow Awards and reception in Los
Angeles at the same Court location. The over 50
guests in attendance included Chief District Court
Judge Virginia A. Phillips, Chief Bankruptcy Judge
Sheri Bluebond and Bankruptcy Judges Vincent P.
Zurzolo, Ernest M. Robles, Thomas B. Donovan, Robert
N. Kwan, Deborah J. Saltzman, Sandra R. Klein, Julia
W. Brand, and Martin R. Barash. The honorees were: for
Public Counsel in Los Angeles, Brian Brumfield; for the
Legal Aid Foundation of Santa Barbara County in the
Northern Division, Christopher Gautschi; for the Public
Service Law Corporation in the Riverside Division,
Christian Uchechukwu Anyiam; for Public Law Center
in Santa Ana, Lydia Tse; and for Neighborhood Legal
Services of Los Angeles County in the San Fernando
Valley, Nan Blitman.
In addition to the volunteers being honored, three
other special awards were presented by Judge
Zurzolo and Ms. Bordeaux. First, Judge Zurzolo
presented the Lasarow Founders Award to attorneys
Jeffrey Krause and Thomas Wolper. Judge Zurzolo
spoke about the way the pro bono effort has grown
as a result of the founders efforts, which all began
with non-dischargeability defense but now includes
everything from assistance at reaffirmation hearings
to helping debtors to determine whether to file at
all. When accepting their awards, Mr. Krause and
Mr. Wolper also expressed their support for the way
the pro bono effort has grown since its inception. Ms.
Bordeaux presented a surprise award to Hon. Thomas
B. Donovan in honor of his extraordinary career and
contributions to the bankruptcy population. Ms.
Bordeaux spoke of Judge Donovan’s intelligence,
compassion, and temperament and described his
background including his time as a competitive
golfer, service in the army, career in private practice
and eventual appointment to the bankruptcy bench.
Judge Donovan accepted his award by distinguishing
his service from that of the volunteers, noting that he
gets paid, and he “was just doing his job.”

Christopher Gautschi (right) receiving the 2016 William
J. Lasarow Award for volunteer service at Northern
Division Clinic.

Attorney Nan Blitman was honored with the William
J. Lasarow Award, which recognizes the outstanding
contributions of bankruptcy pro bono volunteers.
Ms. Blitman’s patient and approachable demeanor
reassures and empowers litigants. In presenting the
award, Neighborhood Legal Services of Los Angeles
County thanked Ms. Blitman for her tireless efforts on
behalf of pro se debtors.

Honor Roll
In 2015 and 2016, the Court published its annual updates to the Honor
Roll for pro bono volunteers in October, to coincide with the American
Bar Association’s National Pro Bono Celebration Week. The Honor
Roll is featured prominently on the Court’s website. Each September,
participating pro bono organizations submit the names of those who have volunteered during the previous 12
months. The 2016 Honor Roll listed 291 volunteers, including attorneys, law students, paralegals, and interpreters.
Quarterly updates to the Honor Roll may be submitted to HonorRoll@cacb.uscourts.gov. Since 2011, the Court
features the Honor Roll on its website under Programs & Services>For Attorneys>Pro Bono Volunteers Honored.
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Honor Roll Receptions
On April 5, 2016, the Los Angeles Division hosted a
reception for the pro bono volunteers listed on the
Court’s Honor Roll. During the month of April, each
division planned a reception to honor the volunteers
serving the local self-help desk. The only exception
was the Riverside Division, which opted to honor
the volunteers in conjunction with an Inland Empire
Bankruptcy Forum event in January 2016. The Court’s
Pro Se Committee coordinated with each division to
hold local events so that volunteers from throughout
the district would be able to attend.
The Los Angeles reception began immediately following
the afternoon meeting of the Debtor Assistance Project
(DAP), which is organized by the Commercial Law and
Bankruptcy Section of the Los Angeles County Bar
Association and held at the Court on a quarterly basis.
Chief Bankruptcy Judge Sheri Bluebond and bankruptcy
judges Vincent P. Zurzolo, Thomas B. Donovan, Sandra
R. Klein, and Julia W. Brand attended, along with DAP
Chair Roksana Moradi, Public Counsel staff attorneys
Magdalena Reyes Bordeaux and Christian Cooper,
and around 30 guests, including attorneys, trustees,
and interpreter volunteers from throughout the district.
Judge Bluebond spoke at the reception and praised
the volunteers’ efforts to assist those who cannot afford
attorney representation. She also gave a special shoutout to the interpreter volunteers in attendance, noting
how much their service means to the Court and the
parties they assist.
The event was made possible by funds provided by the
Central District’s Attorney Admission Fund.
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Honor Roll Reception at the Santa Ana division on
April 26, 2016. From left to right: Hon. Scott C. Clarkson;
Hon. Catherine E. Bauer, Pro Se Committee Chair;
Hon. Erithe A. Smith; Hon. Mark S. Wallace.

Experienced bankruptcy
attorneys, including Yi
Sun Kim and Michael W.
Davis, pictured, volunteer
to conduct the Chapter 7
Seminar and the Question
and Answer sessions at
the San Fernando Valley
Self-Help Desk, which is
staffed by Neighborhood
Legal Services of Los
Angeles County.

FUNDING SOURCES FOR NON COURT SERVICES
Attorney Admission Fund
The self-help desks at the Los Angeles, Santa Ana, and Riverside Divisions are funded, in part, by the Attorney
Admission Fund managed by the Attorney Admission Fund Board. Each clinic is required to show that it has
sought and obtained funding from other sources to meet its obligations before it is eligible to receive funding
from the Attorney Admission Fund. The self-help desks also rely on independent fundraising efforts and grants,
and local bar associations.

Bar Support and Holiday Parties
Golf Tournament
The 7th Annual Earle Hagen Memorial Golf, Tennis & Poker Tournament
was held on September 21, 2015, in Northridge, California. Public
Counsel coordinated the event, with assistance from the Central District
Consumer Bankruptcy Attorneys Association (cdcbaa) and the Los
Angeles Bankruptcy Forum. Bankruptcy Attorney Jim King was honored
posthumously for his leadership in organizing the Earle Hagen Tournament
and the extraordinary pro bono contributions he made throughout his legal
career. Mr. King’s family attended the event and accepted the award on
his behalf. The event raised approximately $29,000. The 8th Annual Earle
Hagen Tournament was held on September 19, 2016, at the same location.
Leslie Cohen was the first recipient of the new James T. King Public Service
award that was announced at the event.

Run for Justice
On Saturday, March 14, 2015, Court staff participated in the Run for Justice
5K organized by Public Counsel. Public Counsel operates self-help and
reaffirmation programs at the Court’s Los Angeles and San Fernando Valley
Divisions (see appendix). Participants from the Clerk’s Office included
Cristina Rogers, Veronica Magno, Monica Yepes, Tina Yepes, Michel Rudy,
Jennifer Harmon, Jennifer Kohout, and Jan Zari, who walked, jogged, and
ran in support of Public Counsel. The runners enjoyed a challenging 3.1 mile
course around Elysian Park and Dodger Stadium. Court staff attended the
race again on February 13, 2016.
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Los Angeles Bankruptcy Forum Holiday
Party
Grant funding provided from the previous
year’s Los Angeles Bankruptcy Forum (LABF)
holiday party allowed the Los Angeles Self-Help
Desk to purchase two new laptops and other
supplies. The laptops allow more volunteers to
look up cases via Pacer and to complete case
work. In 2015, the LABF holiday party was held
at the Bonaventure Hotel and it raised $2,700.
Also, on December 5, 2016 an LABF holiday
party was held at the new District Courthouse
in Los Angeles, and raised about $6,000. All
proceeds were split between Public Counsel
and Neighborhood Legal Services of Los
Angeles County.

LABF Holiday Party at First Street Federal Courthouse

Leslie Cohen 5K
On April 26, 2015, and on April 16, 2016, the Leslie Cohen 5K was held at Dockweiler Beach in Playa del Rey,
California. Approximately 200 people participated in the 2015 race, which benefitted Public Counsel’s Debtor
Assistance Project (DAP) and a local high school sports program. Each year the event raised $10,000 with
donations by Leslie Cohen, the event’s organizer. In 2016, all proceeds went to the DAP.
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PROJECT UPDATES AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
eSR
Without  the Judicial Conference’s permission to continue operating eSR with the existing bankruptcy forms,
eSR would no longer be available to pro se debtors, and would remain unavailable until the Court adopts
NextGen CM/ECF. Locally, the Court began developing an alternative version of eSR in the spring of 2016
for pro se debtors to use after the deadline for accepting old Official Forms became effective on December
1, 2017. The Clerk’s Office’s programmers developed the eSR alternative, which uses the new Official Forms
that went into effect on December 1, 2015. For Court staff, there were some processing differences, but
to the outside user, the process is similar to the existing eSR experience. The Court began offering the new
Official Forms via its new version of eSR beginning in November 2017.

Ninth Circuit Pro Se Conference
On August 26, 2016, the Ninth Circuit Pro Se, Death Penalty and Bankruptcy Conference was held in
Spokane, Washington. Judge Barry Russell, Judge Maureen A. Tighe, Pro Se Committee Chair Catherine E.
Bauer, and Law Clerks Hilda Montes de Oca and Gerrick Warrington attended with Executive Officer/Clerk
of Court Kathleen J. Campbell and members of her staff. Many of those in the Court’s delegation were
featured as speakers at the conference: Judges Russell, Tighe, and Bauer, Ms. Campbell, Law Clerk Hilda
Montes de Oca, and Clerk’s Office staff members Meredith Klassen,and Sabrina Palacio-Garcia all spoke.
The conference agenda, which included both joint sessions and breakout sessions, focused on methods
of effective pro se and capital case management for prisoner and non-prisoner cases in district and
bankruptcy courts and legal issues associated with pro se and capital habeas litigants. Conference
attendees included Ninth Circuit district, bankruptcy and magistrate judges, clerks of court from district,
bankruptcy, and appellate courts, as well as death penalty law clerks, pro se law clerks, staff attorneys, and
staff from the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts and Federal Judicial Center.

2015 District Profile
In preparation for the Ninth Circuit Pro
Se, Death Penalty and Bankruptcy
Conference and Court employees’
presentations and panel discussions,
the Clerk’s Office created the District
Profile brochure. Published on the
Court’s website in September 2016, the
2015 brochure provides demographic
information on bankruptcy filers, along
with filing data. The reverse side of the
brochure focuses on the district’s pro
se population.

2015 Pro Se filers
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT, CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

The U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Central District of California’s (CACB) unique volume of self-represented (pro se) bankruptcy proceedings places exceptional demands on this Court. In 2015, a total of
75,314 pro se bankruptcy petitions were filed nationally, of which CACB accounted for over 15 percent with 11,395 pro se matters filed in its seven densely populated counties. Of these CACB pro
se cases, over one-third were dismissed in the same year, a notably high rate compared to the 5.4 percent dismissal rate among attorney-represented debtors.
U.S. Trustee Program
Language Assistance Summary Statistics for 2015

Bankruptcy Petition Preparers (BPPs) Disclosed in
Pro Se Bankruptcy Cases Filed in 2015

Self-represented debtors create a
great need for language assistance
services. The high volume of nonEnglish speaking individuals in the
CACB region presents a challenge
in providing Court accessibility and
services, particularly for debtors
without an attorney. In 2015, requests
at meetings of creditors for foreign
language interpretation services were
made for over 30 different languages,
with Spanish being requested most
often.

Korean, 252
Armenian, 86
Vietnamese, 127
Mandarin, 40
Other, 151

Spanish, 3,863

Los Angeles (8.0%)

Pro Se Cases Filed With No
BPP Disclosure
79.7%

Pro Se Cases Filed
With BPP Disclosure
20.3%

Riverside (6.3%)

Northern (2.3%)
Pro Se Cases in 2015

Number of Cases Filed Using eSR

DIVISION
2015 Help Desk Assists
Santa Ana (2.2%)
Los Angeles
1,962
San Fernando Valley
(1.4%)
Santa Ana
617
Riversidethan hiring a lawyer, many pro se
1,409
Rather
debtors are filing their bankruptcy
S.F. Valley
cases
with the assistance of Bankruptcy673
Petition Preparers (BPPs): nonNorthern whose fees to prepare documents
241 are limited by statute. However,
attorneys
4,902
criminal instances of BPPs practicing law,
avoiding disclosure in the petition,

100

16.2% Dismissed
for Incomplete Filing
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0

Non-Pro Se Cases in 2015

Q4

2014
1.9% Dismissed for
Incomplete Filing

Pro se debtors are at a much higher risk of
having document filing deficiencies result in
a dismissal. Based on CACB internal case
closings data for 2015, 16.2% of pro se debtors
had their cases dismissed for incomplete
filing, while only 1.9% of represented debtors
received incomplete filing dismissals.

Q1

Q2

2015

Q3

Q4

Q1

2016

and overcharging are not uncommon within the Central District, to the
detriment of many pro se debtors and their bankruptcy cases.

Available to pro se debtors through the CACB website, the eSR
program enables users to prepare and submit chapter 7 petitions
electronically – a feature being increasingly used by debtors. With
156 cases filed through eSR in the first two quarters of 2016 alone,
the total number of chapter 7 bankruptcy cases filed in eSR has
more than doubled since the beginning of 2016.
Self-Help Desks: Due to the Central District’s large number of lowincome individuals in need of representation, each CACB division
offers a self-help desk staffed by pro bono volunteer attorneys to
provide legal services. In 2015, the self-help desks received nearly 5,000
visits from people considering bankruptcy and seeking legal advice.

All figures, unless stated otherwise, reflect Calendar Year 2015
Category
Pro Se Debtors
Dismissed for Incom
Not Dismissed for In
Total
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11395
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Individuals Assisted by Help Desk in 2015
2,000
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241
Northern

Creditor Entry
In 2016, the Clerk’s Office reviewed a program developed by the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District
of Wisconsin, which allows debtors to enter and submit a creditor list electronically. (The Court does not
accept the creditor list until the fee requirement is met.) The Clerk’s Office is considering local implementation
of this system. The creditor entry feature may be helpful to eSR users, especially, because eSR already allows
most of the required forms to be submitted electronically. Also, the creditor entry program makes updates to
the creditor list easier for users to enter and for Court staff to process.

Social Media Outreach
Members of the Clerk’s Office staff attended a social media training program in January 2017 to assist the
Court with its social media strategy and increase the public’s engagement with the Court via social media,
while remaining mindful of judiciary regulations for social media use. Additional summer internships offered at
the Court may provide new insight from students well versed in social media.

Court to Court Outreach
In the spring of 2015, the Court participated in a “Court-to-Court” video produced by the Federal Judicial
Center (FJC) regarding the Court’s experiences with bankruptcy petition preparers, and describing the Court’s
self-help resources, such as eSR. Chief Judge Sheri Bluebond and Judges Maureen A. Tighe and Deborah J.
Saltzman participated in the video, along with Executive Officer/Clerk of Court Kathleen J. Campbell, Court
staff, and Public Counsel staff.

Access to Justice Advocates
The Court continues to look for ways to leverage technology to assist pro se debtors, which led Executive
Officer/Clerk of Court Kathleen J. Campbell to establish a Clerk’s Office working group in the fall of 2016. The
Access to Justice Advocates focus on applying the takeaway ideas from the Ninth Circuit Pro Se Conference
(described earlier on page 32) to meet the Court’s strategic goals. For example, the Court explored using
iPads for translation at Intake counters, and creating a family-friendly area at the Intake office. The group also
works to keep the Court’s self-help videos up to date, and to promote self-help initiatives, such as new student
volunteer programs to support self-help desks, and the expansion of video capabilities to connect self-help
desks to remote locations.

Enhancements Targeting Language Assistance
In 2016, the Clerk’s Office began tracking language assistance needs (see the “Language Needs Log”
section on page 27) to estimate the cost of addressing LEP filers’ communication needs. Also, the Clerk’s
Office’s Access to Justice Advocates working group created a list of future projects aimed at improving
communication with LEP filers, such as by using mobile apps and translated survey tools.
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CONCLUSION
The Court continues to promote hiring counsel as a bankruptcy filer’s best option. Yet, the Court’s pro se rate
remains high. Given the disparity in outcomes between self-represented debtors and those who have an
attorney or other help, the Court continues to seek new ways to inform the public about its self-help resources
and volunteer attorneys who are available to provide assistance at each of the Court’s five divisions.
The Court’s ongoing initiatives will continue to address the issues facing the pro se population. The Clerk’s
Office has expanded its communication with self-represented litigants, improving its website to meet their
needs, producing educational videos, and engaging the surrounding community with offsite visits. It is hoped
these efforts will help the Court to raise awareness about its self-help programs and more effectively address
the needs of self-represented litigants. With the Court’s development of surveys and implementation of
questionnaires districtwide, the Court continues to more accurately measure and tailor programs, services
and marketing efforts for self-represented parties more precisely in the future.
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APPENDIX
Number of Self-Represented Litigants Served
Self-help desks on location at the Los Angeles, San Fernando Valley, Northern, Santa Ana, and Riverside
Divisions assist the Court and the public of the Central District of California by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

providing free legal advice and programs for self-represented parties;
reducing the burden on judges and staff from filers who cannot afford the legal assistance necessary
to navigate a complicated bankruptcy process;
reducing delays for all parties that result from unrepresented filers requiring additional time and
assistance from judges and staff;
improving access to the bankruptcy process for all parties, regardless of income;
enabling referral by Court staff, who are prohibited from providing legal advice, to self-help desk
volunteers, who can provide legal advice; and
offering an alternative to non-attorneys who are known to provide illegal and overpriced services.
PRO BONO SERVICES BY DIVISION
Total Debtors Served in Central District: 5,106
(January – December 2015)

Total

5,106

Los
Angeles

Riverside

Santa Ana

Northern

San Fernando
Valley

2,126

1,409

657

241

673

PRO BONO SERVICES BY DIVISION
Total Debtors Served in Central District: 4,842
(January – December 2016)

Total

4,842

Los
Angeles

Riverside

Santa Ana

Northern

San Fernando
Valley

2,000

1,444

569

253

576

The number of bankruptcy filings in the Central District fell by 5,124 between 2015 and 2016 (compare 46,523
total filings in 2015 to 41,399 total filings in 2016), but the self-help desks served only 264 fewer individuals
districtwide. In the summaries that follow, which are based on the reports received from our public interest
partners throughout the district, the number of visitors served accompanies a description of each pro bono
organization.

Los Angeles
In 2015 and 2016, the Los Angeles Division was served by the Public Counsel’s Debtor Assistance Project
(DAP) and the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles. Self-help information and materials were coordinated
district-wide through Public Counsel’s Debtor Assistance Project (DAP). The DAP began as the Court’s first
effort to make pro bono programs available to the public within its jurisdiction, and has become the umbrella
committee and resource for projects for all self-represented parties throughout the district. Despite its name,
the DAP addresses the needs of self-represented creditors as well as those of debtors. Each participating
nonprofit organization serves its dedicated clientele, but all self-help desks using Court space must provide
service to any party who visits the Court.
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The DAP holds bi-monthly meetings at the Court, bringing together representatives of public interest law firms,
volunteer attorneys, chapter 7 and 13 trustees, bankruptcy judges, the Clerk’s Office, and the Office of the
U.S. Trustee. The DAP raises funds for and awareness of its programs, provides training for pro bono attorneys,
and exchanges information on trends and issues related to providing pro bono and self-help assistance, as
well as best practices.

Updates in 2015 and 2016
In 2015, Public Counsel Staff Attorney Christian Cooper
created a document for self-represented filers on how
to cancel a reaffirmation agreement and shared the
document with DAP members. By the spring of 2016,
the LA self-help desk reported at the DAP meeting that
its numbers appeared to be increasing, including the
number of incoming hotline calls (January 2016, assisted
89 visitors, compared to 57 in 2015; February 2016,
assisted 146 visitors, compared to 68 in 2015; March
2016, assisted 173 visitors, compared to 81 in 2015). Also
in 2016, Public Counsel moved its chapter 7 seminars to
the Karsh Center. The Karsh Center provides additional
help to visitors such as dental assistance, food, and free
parking. In 2016 CSULA agreed to provide interpreter
services at the reaffirmation hearings held in the San
Fernando Valley. At the San Fernando Valley Division,
Public Counsel organizes volunteers to counsel selfrepresented parties prior to reaffirmation hearings and
the California State University, Los Angeles volunteers
assist with communication difficulties for these hearings
when litigants are not fluent in English.  
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Los Angeles Self-Help Desk
Services offered at the L.A. Self-Help Desk:
•

Preparing answers to adversary proceedings

•

Eviction

•

Amending bankruptcy petitions

•

Food and housing assistance

•

Reporting attorney misconduct

•

Foreclosure issues

•

Motions to vacate bankruptcy case dismissal

•

Identity theft

•

Answering chapter 7 bankruptcy questions

•

Loan modification referrals

•

Chapter 13 bankruptcy feasibility analysis

•

Reporting petition preparer fraud

•

Preparing responses to motions for relief from stay •

Preparing proofs of claim

•

Creditor is suing me

•

Assisting with reaffirmation agreements and
rescissions

•

Creditor rights

•

Preparing motions to reopen cases to file the
financial management certificate

•

Credit repair

•

Review of chapter 7 petition before filing

•

Debt collection/creditor harassment

Public Counsel continued providing training to
attorneys in return for two volunteer hours at any
of the self-help desks throughout the district. The
Court frequently provided meeting space for the
training sessions. Public Counsel hosted an MCLE
training on chapter 7 in April 2015. For its summer
program, Public Counsel reported a high turnout
for volunteer coverage as a result of the training.
Another event was held in November 2015. From
its two training sessions in 2015, Public Counsel
recruited more than 100 volunteers, including many
for self-help programs in Woodland Hills, Santa Ana,
Riverside and Santa Barbara. Approximately 100
attorneys attended the March 2016 MCLE. In July
2016, an MCLE on “Crafting a Chapter 13 Plan”
was attended by over one hundred attorneys.
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San Fernando Valley
Neighborhood Legal Services of
Los Angeles County
Total Visitors in 2015

673

Total Visitors in 2016

576

The San Fernando Valley Division self-help desk is operated
by Neighborhood Legal Services of Los Angeles County,
the Central District Consumer Bankruptcy Attorneys
Association (cdcbaa), and the San Fernando Valley
Bar Association. Attorneys from the two bar associations
continue to volunteer at weekly seminars, and provide
free legal information on bankruptcy, including a variety
of self-help resources, videos, seminars, and one-onone workshops for self-represented litigants. A Spanish
seminar is also offered. Topics commonly covered
include bankruptcy filing requirements, the difference
between chapter 7 and chapter 13, and where to find
a bankruptcy attorney. Volunteers answer creditors’
questions on issues such as Relief from Stay and filing
Proofs of Claim.

Updates in 2015 and 2016
In 2015, approximately 673 visitors were assisted by the self-help desk operated by Neighborhood Legal
Services of Los Angeles County and its programs. The self-help desk assisted approximately 576 visitors in
2016. The decrease in the number of visitors is in line with the decrease in bankruptcy filings in the Central
District. By the summer of 2016, the self-help desk reported a shortage of volunteers after some retirements.
Through 2016, all of the volunteers with Neighborhood Legal Services of Los Angeles County’s Bankruptcy
self-help desk were experienced bankruptcy attorneys. New volunteers receive one-on-one training by
shadowing attorneys with more experience assisting pro se debtors.
Neighborhood Legal Services of Los Angeles County
2015
Total
Visitors

Chapter 7
Seminars

Questions
& Answers

Total
Creditors

Total
Attendees for
Seminars

Total
Attendees
for Q&As

673

46

47

20

179

226

Neighborhood Legal Services of Los Angeles County
2016
Total
Visitors

Chapter 7
Seminars

Questions
& Answers

Total
Creditors

Total
Attendees for
Seminars

Total
Attendees
for Q&As

576

48

45

22

204

230
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Northern
Representatives of the Legal Aid Foundation of Santa
Barbara (LAFSBC) reported that visits to the Bankruptcy
& Consumer Debt Clinic at the Court’s Northern Division
increased at the beginning of 2015, compared to the
previous year, averaging 28 clients per month. This was
surprising given the decline in bankruptcy filings. By the end
of 2015, the self-help desk’s monthly numbers remained  
higher than the previous year, which self-help desk staff
attributed to the Court’s community outreach efforts.

Northern Division Consumer Debt Clinic
Total Visitors by Year
2015

241

2016

253

Consumer Debt Clinic
The Bankruptcy & Consumer Debt Clinic is sponsored by the LAFSBC and serves Santa Barbara, San Luis
Obispo, and Ventura Counties. The clinic operates every Friday from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. out of the lobby of the
U.S. Bankruptcy Court and is staffed entirely by a dedicated group of attorneys who volunteer at the clinic
on a rotating basis. Clinic attorneys are available on a first-come, first-served basis to answer questions and
provide free information to self-represented individuals regarding consumer debt and bankruptcy matters.
In 2015, the clinic was served by 14 volunteers assisting 241 visitors, and in 2016, the clinic was served by 18
volunteers assisting 253 visitors. The majority of visitors had chapter 7 questions.
The clinic trains new volunteer attorneys, introducing them to the clinic’s day-to-day operations and pairing
them with seasoned volunteers for shadowing. The clinic also maintains a set of bankruptcy resource materials
that clinic attendees and volunteers may utilize. In 2015, LAFSBC was able to update the materials that are
available for self-help desk visitors.
The Northern Division’s Clerk’s Office also hosts a Resource Center in its first floor lobby. The Resource Center,
staffed by a Court clerk during clinic hours, provides forms and filing information. The Center also maintains a
set of bankruptcy resource materials that clinic attendees may check out with a driver’s license.

Reaffirmation Agreement Clinic
Since the fall of 2000, volunteer attorneys at the Northern Division have provided reaffirmation assistance,
counseling debtors on their rights prior to reaffirming debt owed for property, such as an automobile. Instead of
an organized clinic, the Santa Barbara County Bar Association arranges for volunteer attorneys to coordinate
with chambers and meet with self-represented debtors before each reaffirmation agreement hearing.

Santa Ana
Approximately 657 Debtors Served in 2015
Volunteers

38

Clinics

97

Chapter 7 Clinic attended by

477 visitors

Reaffirmation Clinic attended by

146 visitors

Cases placed with private attorneys for full representation
(chapter 7 and adversary proceeding cases)

34

39

Approximately 569 Debtors Served in 2016
Volunteers

25

Clinics

98

Chapter 7 Clinic attended by

430 visitors

Reaffirmation Clinic attended by

112 visitors

Cases placed with private attorneys for full representation
(chapter 7 and adversary proceeding cases)

27

Legal Clinic
At the Santa Ana Division, an onsite legal clinic
operated by Public Law Center (PLC) operates
two days a week. Funding for the clinic comes
from the Attorney Admission Fund, the American
College of Bankruptcy Foundation, and
donations from numerous lawyers and law firms in
Orange County. In 2015, PLC received a $10,000
grant from the American College of Bankruptcy.
PLC also provides pro bono representation in
chapter 7 cases with attorneys from the local
bar, when available.
The legal clinic is co-sponsored by the Orange
County Bar Association, Orange County Bar
Association – Commercial Law and Bankruptcy
Section, and the Orange County Bankruptcy
Forum. Orange County Legal Aid also holds
a weekly chapter 7 clinic and assists debtors
in filing no asset cases on their own. While the
number of visitors declined from 2015 to 2016, the
visitors were assisted with more complex cases
and individual visits lasted around twenty to thirty
minutes.

Reaffirmation Agreement Clinic
The Santa Ana Division also has a Reaffirmation
Agreement Clinic similar to the one in Los
Angeles. Public Law Center operates the clinic
with volunteers from the local bar. In 2015, the
number of visitors decreased by 100 clients from
the previous year.
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Riverside
Public Service Law Corporation held two quarterly public chapter 7 workshops in Riverside and two in the
Coachella Valley, where visitors received information about chapter 7 and instructions on how to file, including
page-by-page instructions on the forms. The Federal Pro Se Clinic is held at the Riverside Division on Tuesdays
and Thursdays between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Volunteers may attend Public Counsel’s bankruptcy training in
Los Angeles.
A grant from the American College of Bankruptcy Foundation also enabled Public Service Law Corporation to
provide bankruptcy services in the Coachella Valley area. The clinic opens for four hours on the fourth Monday
of each month at the Cathedral City Library. The library provides its main room and private conference rooms
for the clinic.

Public Service Law Corporation
Year

2015

2016

21 volunteers

16 volunteers

Debtor

1257

1346

Creditor

97

35

Pre-file

565

615

Post-file

796

772

Adversary Proceeding

106

82

Coachella Valley:

2 volunteers

1 volunteer

Debtor

52

63

Creditor

0

0

Pre-file

42

54

Post-file

10

9

Adversary Proceeding

0

0

Riverside:

Most of the funding for the Riverside Clinic came from the Court’s Attorney Admission Fund (AAF), other than
a grant of $10,000 from the American College of Bankruptcy (ACB). The funds received from ACB support
bankruptcy self-help workshops at monthly clinics in Cathedral City and Riverside.
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HONOR ROLL
2015
United States Bankruptcy Court
Central District of California

2015 Honor Roll of Pro Bono Volunteers
Public Counsel’s Debtors Assistance Project Chapter 7, Adversary Proceeding & Reaffirmation
Hearing Volunteers
Andrew Aholtz
Martin Barash
James Beirne
Nan Blitman
Cliff Bordeaux
Ted Boxer
Mark E. Brenner
Zakeya Brookins
Christopher D. Cantore
Corey Carter
Atryia S. Clark
Laura Claveran
Joseph Collier
Ken Cooper
Stephanie Cooper
Jill David
Seth Davidson
Aaron de Leest
Dana Douglas
Suzette Douglas
Uchechi Egeonuigwe
Shawn Eldridge
Douglas Flahaut
Faith S. Ford
Ruben Fuentes
Norma Garcia
Henry Glowa
Andy Goodman
Michael I. Gottfried

David S. Hagen
Michelle Hahn
Madhu Kalra
Stella Havkin
Marisa H. Hawkins
M. Jonathan Hayes
Carmel Herr
Keith Higginbotham
Gail Higgins
Steve Hoffman
Jim King
Ilyse Klavir
Terenik Koujakian
Michael Kwasigroch
Jonathan Leventhal
Peter Lively
Osheen Lucasian
René Lόpez de Arenosa, Jr.
Eva Malholtra
Dennis McGoldrick
John Mellisinos
Juanita Miller
Susan I. Montgomery
Roksana D. Moradi
Jason Murai
Goergeann Nicol
Sandra Nutt
Philomena Nzegge
Shai Oved

Louis Park
Rita Patel
Leonard Pena
Monica Reider
Eric Ridley
Todd Roberts
R. Grace Rodriguez
Selena Rojhani
Siovash Rokni
Lauren Ross
Michelle Ross
Allan Sarver
Zev Schectman
Salvatore Sciortino
Stanley Shar
Claire Shin
Darren Schlecter
Jennifer Skornik
Res Stemach
Ali Talai
Tamar Terzian
Meghan Triplett
Christine Upton
Thomas Ure
Jason Wallach
Steven Wolvek
Sloan Youkstetter
Aleksandra Zimonjic
Roye Zur

Nadine Erickson
Jenny Faure
Mario Flores
Cesar Hernandez
Ana Landaverde
Sonia Castro-Lowe

Reggie Moore
Patricia Peffer
Leticia Salisbury
Laura Skorich

Interpreters:
Gloria Aguirre
Anna Alchetti
Aberaldo Anaya
Anna Andrete
Susan Castillo
Hector Chavez
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2015 Honor Roll of Pro Bono Volunteers
Los Angeles Bankruptcy Self Help Desk & Pro Se Clinic Volunteers
Matthew Abbasi
Dany Agai
Wilfred Aka
Lorraine Anderson
Jennifer Anisman
Michael Avanesian
Nathan Behnam
Pravin Bhambri
Shirlee Bliss
Janina Botchkis
James Boyd
Robert Brogan
Zakeya Brookins
Brian Brumfield
Elisa Carino
Steven Chang
Heidi Cheng
Michelle Choi
Tim Christian
Bryony Coiner
Francisco Cordero
Jill David
Seth Davidson
Ian Deady
Eva Dixon
Sheldon Eskin
A’Lisha Fall
Juliana Ferraz
Marissa Florio
Ruben Fuentes
Joel Garcia
Henry Glowa
Catalina Gracia

Mary Grant
John Greenwall
Tony Guillory
Nedda Haer
Sinda Hamon
Renee Hampton
Nancy Hanna
Dave Hiller
Tien Ho
Vahe Hovanessian
Jennifer Jones
Ivan Kallick
Bert Kawahara
Chris Keilson
Angie Kim
Jennifer Kim
Ricardo Kim
Sujin Kim
Bianca Ko
Kevin Liu
Nate Loakes
James Lowry
Solida Ly
Cynthia Lynn
Lucy Mayvan
Kahlil McAlpin
Matthew McCallan
Lindsay McMenamin
Alyce Minsky
Adriana Montia
Linda Muchamel
Claudia Munoz
Brian Murray

Gracie Olivarez
Calvin Park
Jeongyeol Park
Kathryn Phillips
Jill Piano
Susan Pintar
Louretta Randell
Robert Reganyan
Stephanie Reimer
Selena Rohjani
Michelle Ross
David Rowe
Sal Sciortino
Matthew Sidebottom
Rooh Siegh
Michael Simon
Rosemary Stevens
Angela Swan
Newton Tak
Dianna Ter-Vardanyan
Cindy Tong
Diana Torres-Brito
Tiffany Truong
Kevin Van Hout
Herbert Wiggins
Tracy Wong
Liana Yoon
Sloan Youkstetter
Ramsey Zeitouneh
Ana Zuniga
Rachel Zwernemann

San Fernando Valley Division Self-Help Desk Volunteers
Anil Bhartia
James Bierne
Nan Blitman
Mark Brenner
M. Jonathan Hayes

Gail Higgins
Yi Sun Kim
James King
Ilyse Klavir
Jonathan Leventhal

René Lόpez de Arenosa, Jr
Roksana D. Moradi
Todd Roberts
Pat Said

Law Student:

George K. Dulgeryan
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2015 Honor Roll of Pro Bono Volunteers
Legal Aid Foundation of Santa Barbara County Consumer Debt Clinic Volunteers
David Barbey
Uchechi Egeonuigwe
Chris Gautschi
Sanford Horowitz
Reed Olmstead

Casey Nelson
Monica Robles
John Rounds
Dennis Shea
Jennifer Smith

Natalie Spilborghs
Randall Sutter
Cameron Van Tassell
Felicita Torres

Paralegal Volunteer(s):

Jean Linn

Public Service Law Corporation (Riverside Legal Aid)
Riverside & Coachella Valley Volunteers
K. Steven Blake
Ryan S. Carrigan
Smith & Carrigan

Ruben Escalante
Sheppard Mullin Richter &
Hampton, LLC

Donald McKay

Benjamin Heston

Summer Shaw
Hanover & Shaw

David Egli

Jennifer Lemm-Spere

Manfred Schroer

Paralegal Student Intern:

Gabriela Figueroa

Antonio Alcantar

Orange County Bar and Public Law Center Volunteers
Federico Acosta
Anerio Altman
Gary Angotti
John Au-Yeng
Dan Bane
Andrew Bisom
Bruce Boice
David Boyle
Kristal Bradford
Richard Brunette
Brad Calvin
Paul Cambio
Steve Cardoza
Lawrence Carter
Anthony Castillo
Steven Chang
Heath Chim
Andrew Cho
Doug Clark
Daniel Cornelious
Jeff Crowe
Ann Doan
Scot Douglas
Brian Dow
Alyssa Dowding
Elyza Eshaghi
Jolee Farinacci

Jason Guyser
Tonya Hebert
Joseph Henein
Arnold Hernandez
Benjamin Heston
Halli Heston
Richard Heston
Tien Ho
Shiao-Wen Huang
Thi Huyen
Linda Igarashi
Misty Perry Isaacson
Julio Jaramillo
Jessica Johnson
Michael Jones
Vivian Kalu
Mark Karpe
Les Kaufman
Bridget Kelly
David Kim
Samantha Kim
Seung Hyun Kim
Miki Kwon
Adrienne Lee
Hannah Lee
Brad Leimkuhler
Aaron Lloyd
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Michael McMahon
Angela Mestre
Phil Metzinger
Abby Meyer
Harlene Miller
Stephen Nichols
Paul Nguyen
Sean O’Connor
Gazal Pour-Moezzi
Tina Rad
Dominic Rainone
Brett Ramsaur
Peter Rasla
Matthew Rosene
Solange Rousset
Filemon Kevin Samson
Bruce Schweitzer
Sheniece Smith
Lee Sun
Christine Taheran
Chris Taylor
Raphaela Taylor
Ashley Teesdale
Stephanie Tran
Lydia Tse
Fermin Valencia
Michael Vaughn

2015 Honor Roll of Pro Bono Volunteers
Orange County Bar and Public Law Center Volunteers (continued)
Brian Farrell
Ken Fox
Alan Friedman
Bernard Frimond
Jacqueline Gottlieb

Minh Luong
Kerri Lyman
Aaron Malo
David McCarty
Kathleen McCarthy

Darren Veracruz
Joshua Weiss
Jennifer Wong
Kelly Zinser
Pamela Zylstra

Law Student Volunteers:

Ian Deady
Oscar Figueroa
Greg Kaplan
Leah Kaufman
Rachel Khalili

Bryanne Lewis
Jack Meaney
Ryan Ueda
Malena Wilson
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HONOR ROLL
2016
United States Bankruptcy Court
Central District of California

2016 Honor Roll of Pro Bono Volunteers
Public Counsel’s Debtors Assistance Project Chapter 7, Adversary Proceeding & Reaffirmation
Hearing Volunteers
Andrew Altholz
James Beirne
Nan Blitman
Cliff Bordeaux
Ted Boxer
Mark E. Brenner
Zakeya Brookins
Christopher D. Cantore
Corey Carter
Atryia S. Clark
Laura Claveran
Joseph Collier
Ken Cooper
Stephanie Cooper
Omatshola Dafeta
Lesley Davis
Donna Dishbak
John Emeya
Kimiko Eguea
Peter Gurfein
Michelle Hahn

Sally Hawkridge
Ricardo Kim
Peter Lively
René López de Arenosa, Jr.
Eva Malholtra
John Mellisinos
Juanita Miller
Susan I. Montgomery
Roksana D. Moradi
Jason Murai
Sandra Nutt
Philomena Nzegge
Shai Oved
Louis Park
Leonard Pena
Kenneth Perry
Monica Reider
Eric Ridley
Todd Roberts
R. Grace Rodriguez
Selena Rojhani

Siovash Rokni
Lauren Ross
Allan Sarver
Zev Schectman
Salvatore Sciortino
Stanley Shar
Claire Shin
Darren Schlecter
Jennifer Skornik
Ali Talai
Jonathan Vaknin
Diana Ter-Vardanyan
Tamar Terzian
Thomas Ure
Jason Wallach
Steven Wolvek
Sloan Youkstetter
Aleksandra Zimonjic
Regina Zeltser
Roye Zur

Law Students:

Brandon Crane
Kimiko Elguea

Skye Serijan

Nadine Erickson
Jenny Faure
Mario Flores
Max Gallardo
Sarahi Gomez
Belem Gonzalez
Sally Hawkridge
Cesar Hernandez
Ana Landaverde
Rosa Maldonado
Susana Medina

Reggie Moore
Ariana Munoz
Patricia Peffer
Heidi Santos Perez
Carmen Rodriguez
Georgina Salas
Leticia Salisbury
Laura Skorich
Stacey Tennyson
Melissa Topete

Interpreters:
Gloria Aguirre
Anna Alchetti
Aberaldo Anaya
Anna Andrete
Nancy Arevalo
Bev Caballeros
Cassandra Calderon
Susan Castillo
Sonia Castro-Lowe
Hector Chavez
Patricia Cruz-Peffer
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2016 Honor Roll of Pro Bono Volunteers
Los Angeles Bankruptcy Self Help Desk & Pro Se Clinic Volunteers
Melody Aaron
Danny Agai
Veronica Aguilar
Wilfred Aka
Jenifer Anisman
Louis Anthes
Stephen Bagger
Sheila Bayne
Saman Behnam
Joanne Beverly
Chris Blake
Nan Blitman
Janina Botchkis
DeAndre Bradford
Kristal Bradford
Nick Brovko
Brian Brumfield
Laura Butkute
Christopher Cantore
Kelly K. Chang
Peter Chu
Randi Cooper
Andrew Daar
Omatshola Dafeta
Christopher Dalbey
Cristobalina Davis
Hasmik Dzhanszyan
Kimiko Elguea
Sheldon Eskin
Sheila Esmaili
Yolanda Evans
Stephen Farkas
Mike Gaffney
Arash Ghadooshahy
Henry Glowa
Elizabeth Gonsalves
Robert Guevara
Kyle Hackett
Sun Han

Sevan Harabidian
Curt Harrington
Ross Heckmann
Marc Hodges
Martin Johnson
Jennifer L. Jones
Ivan Kallick
Jody Kasten
Bert Kawahara
Deian Kazachki
Chris Keilson
George Kelly
Andre Khansari
Andrew Kim
Christian Kim
John H. Kim
Ricardo Kim
Larry Kuo
Tuan Le
Rory Leisinger
Ryan Leisinger
Kevin Liu
Chris Loo
Kristy Lozoya
Victor Marin
Kahlil McAlpin
Philip McDermott
Lindsay McMenamin
Linet Megerdomian
Desiree Meguerditchian
Roya Milder
Elissa Miller
Adriana Montia
Denise Moore
Linda Muchamel
Linaja Murray
Leon Ozeran
Michael Peng
Cecilio Perez

Gracie Olivarez
Debra Pollock
Tyler Prosser
Sharan Ramchandani
Manuel Ramos
Louretta Randell
Robert Reganyan
Angie Reid
Selena Rohjani
Daniel Ronen
David Rowe
Michael Salanick
Skye Serijan
Matthew Sidebottom
Kathie Sierra
Malinda Sinclair
Rooh Singh
Michael Song
Celia Spalding
Rosemary Stevens
Newton Tak
Marla Tauscher
Pateel Tavidian
Dianna Ter-Vardanyan
Krista Topete
Tiffany Truong
Levi Uku
Jonathan Vaknin
Kevin Van Hout
Holly Walker
Elen C. Wgali
Jake Wien
Monika Wiener
Katherine Windler
Michael Yi
Sloan Youkstetter
Abner Zelnic
Jenny Zhai

San Fernando Valley Division Self-Help Desk Volunteers
Anil Bhartia
James Bierne
Nan Blitman
Mark Brenner

Michael Davis
M. Jonathan Hayes
Gail Higgins
Yi Sun Kim
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Ilyse Klavir
Jonathan Leventhal
Roksana D. Moradi
Pat Said

2016 Honor Roll of Pro Bono Volunteers
Legal Aid Foundation of Santa Barbara County Consumer Debt Clinic Volunteers
David Barby
Patricia Fox
Chris Gautschi
Veronique Hartley
Daniel Higson
Juan Higuera
Sanford Horowitz

Kate Lee
Brett McMurdo
Casey Nelson
Reed Olmstead
Casey Nelson

John Rounds
Jennifer Smith
Randall Sutter
Felicita Torres

Paralegal Volunteer(s):

Jean Linn

Public Service Law Corporation (Riverside Legal Aid)
Riverside & Coachella Valley Volunteers
Christian Anyiam
Anyiam Law Firm
Steven Blake
Ryan S. Carrigan
Smith & Carrigan Law Group
Suzette Douglas
Ruben Escalante
Sheppard Mullin Richter &
Hampton, LLC

Kevin Ford
Benjamin Heston
Timothy Huyck
Brandon J. Iskander
Neelam Kahlon-Pfister
Amelie A. Kamau
W. Derek May
Donald McKay

Manfred Schroer
Law Offices of Manfred Schroer

Paralegals:

Gabriela Figueroa
Margarita Perez

Summer Shaw
Hanover & Shaw
Mary M.S. Shin
Seonhae “Kellie” Shin
Scott Talkov

Orange County Bar and Public Law Center Volunteers
Christina Ahluwalia
Anerio Altman
John Au Yeng
Carys Arvidson
Amy Bingham
Brad Calvin
Steve Cardoza
Jason Chou
Anthony Dispoto
Shawna Esparza
David Goodrich
Allison Hahn
Tonya Hebert

Benjamin Heston
Richard Heston
Justin Irish
Michael Jones
Mark Karpe
Leah Kaufman
Leslie Keih Kaufman
Bridget Kelly
David Kim
Christine Kingston
Rachel Khalili
William Krall
Aaron Malo

Timothy McFarlin
Jack Meaney
Angela Mestre
Phil Metzinger
Patrick O’Kennedy
Misty Perry-Isaacson
Gary Polston
Celia Robles
Kevin Samson
Iman Sorat
Catherine Sun
Namita Thakker
Lydia Tse
Michael Wallin

Law Student Volunteers:

Rik Jeffrey

Honieh Udenka
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